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A nonlinear spinor field is studied interacting at rest with the static radial electromagnetic potential, c4 p.
The results of perturbation theory fully agree with the exact results previously obtained.
I. INTRODUCTION
The possibility of relying on a perturbative ap-
proach is usually an important step in any physical
theory. This is particularly the case in dealing
with classical models such as a charged spinor
field„since the noninteracting spinor field is sep-
arable at rest„but the general interaction model
is not . Perturbation theory affords the advantage
of reducing the solution of the general problem to
that of the bare case plus a simple iterative pro-
cedure. The noninteracting spinor field must have
a nonlinear self-coupling in order to obtain solu-
tions that are acceptable at the classical level,
but this does not complicate the perturbative ap-
proach since all the process is linear once the non-
linear first step (the noninteracting field) has been
solved.
In a previous paper' we obtained exact numerical
solutions, at rest, of the problem of the interac-
tion of a nonlinear spinor field and an electromag-
netic potential A„such that A, =A(~), A, = 0 for k
= 1, 2, 3. The details of the perturbative approach
were left for the present publication. It was felt
that coincidence of the exact and the perturbative
results in this particularly simple model was im-
portant to warrant the use of perturbative methods
in the general case in which an exact treatment is
not available. The results which we present here
would seem to fully justify the accuracy of pertur-
bation methods. At the same time, they provide
an important check for the exact numerical solu-
tions formerly obtained for which no rigorous
mathematical proofs could be found.
II. PERTURBATIVE EXPANSION AND
FIRST-ORDER THEORY
It has been previously shown that the interaction
of a nonlinear Dirac field with the electromagnetic
field of which it is the source, i.e., the system
derived from the Lagrangian density
L = ~&i [gy"spp —(spi )y"gj —eAu
—4E&,E" —m Pg+ X(PiP)
can be studied at rest with wave functions of the
form
(2)
where g and f are real radial functions.
In the simplified case in which only A, =A(r) is
nonzero, and A, =A, = A, = 0, the Euler-Lagrange
equations coming from (1) are
g'+ f[m+ &o —eA + 2A. (f ' —g') j = 0,
2f '+—f+g[m- &u+ eA+2X(f ' —g')j= 0,
~
2A" +—A'+e(f +g ) =0 .y
If we define dimensionless fields E, G, 8, in the
form
&=—Q
e
p
rn'
and
we have
G'+F(1+6 —8+ I"—G') =0,
F'+ E+ G(1 —A+ 8+ E—' —G') = 0,, 2
P
"28"+—6'+ e(E + G ) =0,
p
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where
2
2~ rn
For this system localized particlelike solutions
were found up to values of e &0.6, having an ex-
ponential decay and a A-dependent total energy
with a minimum given by the empirical formula'
@min @min &(Amin Amin)
p p
We can now expand the fields g, G, 8 and the con-
constant A in the form
cCkl+ E 2+
E=I,+ cE, + e'E, + ~ ~ ~,
G=G, + eG, + eG, + ~ ~ ~,
A = Ap+ eA, + eA2+ ~ ~ ~ .
Substitution of (5) in (4) gives respectively in zero
and first order in ~ the equations
Gn'+ Fn(1+An+ Fn —Gn ) = 0,
~
2
Fn '+ Eii+ Gii(1—An + En —Gii') = 0,
p
G, '+E,(l+An+3En —Gn ) —2G, EnGn+ En(A, —6,) =0,
changed under the transformations A„-A„+9„,8„-6',„+Q„, where Q„are arbitrary constants.
We will always choose for 8„ the natural gauge in
which Q„-O as p-~.
The expansion of A might appear however to
confuse the situation, since an infinity of new pa-
rameters A„ takes the place of the only parameter
A, which appeared in the exact theory. The answer
is of course that all the A„can and must be fixed
at each order n, as functions of A„ the value of
A for the noninteracting case. This is the same as
saying that Ap must be shifted or "renormalized"
in each order because of the existence of the elec-
tromagnetic field. One thus sees from a different
point of view the need for expanding A as in (5).
Had we not made this provision, and fixed A =Ap
in zero order, and had calculated afterwards E„
G, in first order (with A, implicitly equal to zero)
it will soon be seen that a wrong result would have
obtained.
Our next aim is to obtain the dependence of the
energy E, (up to and including first order in e)
with A, once A, is fixed. This involves finding
first how the energy E, varies for each A, when
we make A, adopt arbitrary values. It is easy to
show that the variation is linear. In fact, we may
write the general solution of Eq. (7) in the form
2F, '+ —E, + G,(1 —An+ F, —3Gn )
p
(7)
2
+ +E 2+G 2=0 ~1 0 p
+ 2E,EnGn —Gn(A, —8,) = 0,
Higher-order equations are easily obtained.
In first order we get for the energy
where
Z, =Z, + e p'dpL(A, —e,)(E,'+ G,')
+2(FnF, —GnG, )(En —Gn )
+ 2A, (E,F, + G,G, ) + —'8,"j .
(8)
We will now explain in some detail the peculiar-
ities inherent to the perturbative solution, which
are more conveniently described in first order.
In the first place, it may seem superfluous to ex-
pand A in the form shown in (5). The need for do-
ing so is quite compelling, since it is the only way
to preserve gauge invariance in all orders of per-
turbation theory. In this particular model it means
that at each order n, the equations remain un-
E, =E„(p)+A, S„(io),
G, =G„(p)+A,G„(p).
Since Eq. (7) are linear in E, and G„one can
solve separately for the terms of order 0 or 1 in
A, and thus obtain the unique functions E» E»,
Gyp G» which satisfy the boundary conditions
(regular at the origin and vanishing at infinity).
E, and G, will obviously satisfy these conditions if
Ey y E» G», and G» do so. They are als o unique-
ly determined for each A, . If we substitute the ex-
pressions for F„G, in the energy formula (8), we
immediately see that E, depends linearly on A, for
each value of A, .
At this point it is useful to visualize the situation
as in Fig. 1, where the numerical results are
plotted. For several values of A, the variation of
E, with A, appears in the form of straight lines.
Now, it is clear that first-order perturbation
theory should give a continuous variation of the
energy with A, . Otherwise it could not be expected
to apply. Therefore, if we choose two values of
Ap say A, and A, + EAp which are very close, the
perturbative values for the energy should also be
very close. Since these values lie on the two
straight lines corresponding to A, and A, + AAp,
the only value of E, which can be expected to vary
continuously as AAp- 0 is the limiting intersecting
point of both lines, i.e., the Point at zehich the
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straight lines are tangent to their enveloPe. One
point is thus fixed in. each tangent, and therefore
a value of A=A, +eA, for each A, . In other words,
A, is thus fixed as a function of A, .
In Fig. 1 the numerical results can be seen to
substantiate our conclusions. The envelope of the
set of straight lines, representing E„clearly dif-
fers from the exact results I.' by amounts of sec-
ond or higher orders.
III. PERTURBATION THEORY AT ANY ORDER
What has been done in first order can be followed
closely in higher orders.
Once the parameters A„.. . , A„, are found as
functions of A„ the nth-order wave functions
E„,G„depend linearly on A„. Then E„, the ener-
gy up to and including gth order, also depends
linearly on A, since up to this order
A = A, + cA, + ~ ~ ~ + e" 'A„, + e"A„. (10)
5" and V~ are functions of A, . Explicitly
( )
s E„(e,A(e))
0 &=0
The envelope of these lines will be, by an argu-
ment identical to the one made in the last section,
the curve E„=E„(A,) describing the dependence of
the energy on A, up to and including terms of nth
order in c. It is obtained by eliminating A between
(11) and its derivative with respect to A„ i.e.,
Assuming analyticity in e and A we can therefore
write the following series expansion:
E„(e,A(e))=E, (A, )+(A-A, )N' +Q e'V, .
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FIG. 1. Results of numerical calculations for the energy as a function of A. For the noninteracting system A coin-
cides with Ap, and the lowest curve Ep = Ep(Ap) is obtained. In first order A= Ap+ E'A& and E& varies along the straight
lines for each value of Ap as A& takes different values. The only meaningful value of E& for each of the lines is the one
at which they are tangent to their envelope. We include for comparison the results of the exact theory, lying on the
upper curve, E(A).
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O=Z, '+Am'- W-A, R '
+ E' V
Having (12) in mind,
which determines the values of A„as
(14)
As n- ~ we have thus a value of A given by (10)
which determines A(e} as a function of A, and also
a function E„(e,A(e)}. Both A and E„should co-
incide in the limit (within the domain of analyticity
of E in e and A} with the values A and E obtained
numerically in the exact theory.
An interesting point which follows immediately
from Eq. (11}is that for each A, the corresponding
straight lines given by (11) are at any order paral-
lel to one another and also to the tangent to E,
=E,(A, ) at A, . The exact theory shares of course
this same property.
As a very useful consequence the minima at any
order (and therefore also the minimum of the ex-
act theory) all correspond to A, , the An value
giving the minimum for the noninteracting case.
In practice, therefore, when applying perturba-
tion theory at any order, one needs only calculate
the functions I'„,G„, corresponding to A, '" since
these will also give the minimum for E„. Working
in first order, if what one looks for is just the
value of E, '", it is not even necessary to deter-
mine A„since E, '" is independent of this param-
eter. E, '", which is the physically relevant value
for the energy of the system up to first order, is
therefore quite easy to obtain once A, '" has been
determined.
We are also in a position to discuss the empir-
ically found fact that all the exact minima of the
energy for the interacting system were lying ap-
proximately on a straight line. This was described
by the tentative relation
Emin Emin (Amin Amin)
0 0
If E '" is substituted by E, '", the relation is ex-
act„and one easily finds
0 —Q I ~ E II
1
In higher orders, however„ the relation does not
hold.
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